
“Energy Medicine is the Future of Medicine”
Dr Oz on the Oprah Show

Flower Essences for the New Consciousness

Zero THC & CBD 

Allergen Free:
Gluten, Egg, Tree Nut, Shellfish, Dairy, Corn

About CannaEssence

We bring self awareness, healing and
empowerment back into people’s lives 
through our transformative products. 
Our mission is to help support the new
consciousness that is happening on our
planet at this time by supporting 
mindful souls one drop at a time. 

Vital Vision:  

Our Story:
Jamie Lynn Thomas, healed herself from 
severe disability with mindfulness & plant
medicines. For the past 10 years, she has 
worked with individual clients, companies 
& practitioners to transform their lives 
through education & empowerment. The 
CannaEssence line was created to support
practitioners and clients who are dealing 
with pain or imbalances in the Physical, 
Emotional, Mental & Spiritual bodies or
(PEMS).  

CannaEssence hand collects flower 
essences in Colorado to create 
therapeutic life transforming body care 
products and services. These products of 
self care and healing, can be sold 
internationally at select spas, wellness 
centers and retail locations. 

Raise Your Vibration

One Color a Month for One Year

www.CannaEssence.org
720-316-0196



Conscious, Sustainable, Beautiful
The CannaEssences replenish the Physical, 
Emotional, Mental & Spiritual systems or 
PEMS. Essences are especially useful when 
traveling, experiencing emotional upset, 
loneliness, exhaustion or a need to revive
or nourish any one of the PEMS systems. 
Color + Photo therapy balances moods 
and increases the effectiveness of all types 
of healing modalities.  

Who Benefits the Most from
Using the CannaEssences? 

What will I Notice After 
Using the Essences? 
After using the CannaEssences, people 
often experience an increased sense of 
wellbeing. Each CannaEssence has its own 
supportive qualities that can leave you 
feeling: uplifted, alive, radiant, confident, 
loved, supported, relaxed, joyous, powerful, 
energized, protected, abundant and
prosperous. 
 

Pregnancy Uses   
CannaEssences are excellent tools for 
the entire pregnancy process; especially
during the prenatal phase. Combine with
prenatal massage or reflexology for best
results.  
 

How Long will it Take to 
See Results?  
On average most people will experience 
shifts in their PEMS within 7-10 days.
 

Renew, Refresh, & Revitalize  

The Pressures of Life Melt Away 

Balance, Invigorate & Protect  

Leaves You Feeling:  Confident,  Supported, 
Nourished,  Focused, Relaxed, Loved.
 
Use:  When your questioning your calling &
life purpose, have racing thoughts, feel alone, 
confused, lost, disorganized or heart broken. 

Leaves You Feeling:  Uplifted,  Alive,  Radiant
Connected to Source. 

Use:  When the physical, emotional, mental 
or spiritual bodies need a makeover or reset.  

Leaves You Feeling:  Re-awakend Joy, Love, 
Compassion, Abundance, Prosperity. 

Use:  When a lack of abundance & prosperity
 are sensed.  When feeling lonely,  depressed,
judgemental, impatient & frustrated with 
the world or themselves.   

Renewed Joy, Safety, Love   

Leaves You Feeling:  Powerful, Energized, 
Balanced, Protected, Inner Peace.  

Use:  When you have low energy, exhaustion, 
fatigue, after traveling, illness or overdoing it.
When needing to protect yourself from others 
emotions or actions. How will I Know which 

Essence is Right for Me? 
The CannaEssences are built around a easy
color & picture attraction system.  All you 
have to do is pick the flower you are most
attracted to. The CannaEssence you choose 
will be the PEMS support you need right 
now to increase your sense of wellbeing. 

  
 

Contraindications?   
The CannaEssences have no 
contraindications.They can be used with
any medication or modality.  
 

Animal Uses   
The CannaEssences contain no alcohol.  
Animals are drawn towards the essences
that they need. A conscious and aware 
owner will be able to see the cues that 
the animal is giving when introduced to 
an essence. Our cat Tux, enjoys bathing 
in the light through the bottles. He 
nudges the bottle he wants with his 
nose. I then place a drop in my hand and
he will either sip the drop or invite me 
to rub it over his whole body.
 


